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Shalom to all! 

We would like to give feedback of what we experienced in Pretoria. We did not quite know what to expect and we were all 

BLOWN AWAY! 

So, if you are still wondering if you should come, I trust this feedback will help you to make up your mind about attending! 

If you live in Gauteng, and did not make the seminar last week, then I want to encourage you to invest in flying down to 

Cape Town -- it will be worth every cent and much, much more! 

Every session was so Word-based -- Doug does NOTHING if he can't find it in the Word. He laid a solid foundation and we 

read Scriptures in a way we have NEVER seen before! People reported that they have not seen this level of authority before. 

He explained what core is and clarified Neshamah. He explained how satan had lost his glory when he was expelled from 

Heaven -- so he had to steal it from humans made in God's Image. The Neshamah of all the SRA people have been stolen 

and made into a THRONE for satan. The Neshamah's of the SRA people in South Africa for example have been stolen and 

held captive in the high places -- one being the Voortrekker Monument in Pretoria. They took a team and went to pray there 

on Sunday -- HUGE things shifted over our nation! HALLELUJAH! 

Doug shared how SRA influences global evangelism and specifically the 10/40 window -- the most unreached people groups 

in the world. So, the person sitting in front of you for ministry affects the spreading of the gospel world-wide. He explained 

the role of Israel in the last days and how the enemy has set up a counterfeit throne in Jerusalem. 

The way God has taught and trained Doug to do therapy working with the Neshamah and "folding" every identity and 

memory that comes to the front into the core and Neshamah, is VERY new to the counsellors in SA. No more hours and 

hours of work, leading each identity that comes out to Jesus, or trying to figure out the spiritual meanings of all the nursery 

rhymes and Disney programming ... etc, etc, etc. 

I sat in with a number of people that were counseled by Doug and the team -- we have been working with some of these 

people for almost 20 years -- doing all we knew to do -- hours and hours of therapy -- but still I KNEW we were NOT getting 

to the "bottom" of the programming. 

That is why I felt so strongly to bring Doug and his team to SA because I felt they had the KEY to unlock what we needed 

for getting to the un-Godly foundations that were laid by the many different cults and New World Order. 

What I saw in the counselling sessions was absolutely remarkable! The Neshamah of the people were brought back from 

the places where they had been held captive from the very early years of their existence -- the people experienced such a 

DEEP JOY and freedom they had NEVER felt before! 

We learned from Doug what the PROGRAM and PLAN of the New World Order has been for the last days -- creating 

Nephilim mothers to breed nephilim to make up the deficit in satan's army. Remember that satan only has 1/3 of the angels 
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who fell with him and 2/3's are on God's side. The people who were part of the New World Order programming learned that 

they need to ask the Lord if they were used as breeders of nephilim because if this level is not addressed or if the counsellor 

does not even know about this level, you will never get the person free. The deepest level of core is at the mother nephilim 

level -- so not addressing this area you will not get to the real core and you will be busy for many years "going round and 

round the mountain" -- not really getting any where! 

The team that came with Doug were VERY real and very humble -- they shared their journey from their own experience - 

holding nothing back. The humility and brokenness we saw in the whole team touched our hearts in a very deep way! Their 

knowledge of the Word and the application of the Word was really very humbling for every one of us attending and we all 

felt that we will have to get deeper in to the Word! 

The testimonies of the people who attended the seminar in Pretoria is such a blessing! They say that their lives have been 

totally transformed in those three days! They have been deeply encouraged to get to know the Word at a much deeper 

level than ever before. They see the position and role of the Body of Messiah in a total different light -- they see the 

BIGGER picture and have a better understanding of the times that we are living in. 

We want to encourage you to not miss this opportunity! We don't know when we will have this level of ministry again in the 

future. For those that are survivors, please DO NOT MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY!! 

The survivors that attended all experienced a breakthrough and a level of understanding they have never had before. Many 

took the teaching they heard, went home and with the help of the Holy Spirit, they did some self-therapy with amazing 

results and breakthrough. 

So, come and join us for a blessing of a life-time! 

If you would like to register, please email us directly at the office -- kanaan@iafrica.com 

SHALOM! 

Amanda 


